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TOOLS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cloths
Paintbrush
Toothbrushes
Plastic knife

TIPS ON TOOLS & PRODUCT
1. Remember to always dip the damp cloth in to the nonabrasive scrub and shake off excess. This will stop
wasteful use of product
2. Two toothbrushes are necessary – 1 dry and 1 for wet

PRODUCT
1. Glass Cleaner
2. All-Purpose
3. Non-abrasive
Scrub
4. Grout Cleaner
5. Liquid Detergent

.

CLEANING SMALL APLIANCES
Remove coffee pot and empty contents down the
drain. Fill ½ full with hot water and add a little
squirt of liquid detergent. Place on counter by sink
and let sit.
Remove filter holder and empty coffee grounds in to
proper container (garbage or compost). Rinse out
holder and leave in sink.
Spray the machine with glass cleaner (just a couple
of shots at a time) and wipe down with cloth,
removing all coffee spillage, fingerprints and
smudges. Follow with a dry cloth to polish.
Make sure you clean the water sprayer and above where the coffee filter holder is
placed. Wipe down the cord and clean and polish the dials and electronic area. Wash
out, by hand, the coffee pot, handle and lid, dry with clean cloth. Dry filter holder with
clean cloth and place both back in proper spots on machine

Lift open to remove used single container and
dispose in garbage (single cup containers cannot be
recycled.
Use toothbrush to remove stray coffee grounds
around rim where single container is placed.
Wipe inner lid with a damp cloth (sprayed with glass
cleaner) and when done close lid
Remove drip tray and place in kitchen sink. Spray
the machine with glass cleaner and wipe with cloth,
polishing dry as you go. Make sure to get all sides,
under and on top. Wipe cord
Take apart drip tray and spray with all-purpose, rinse
and wipe dry, put back together and place back into
machine.

Spray kettle with glass cleaner and with a dry cloth,
polish dry removing all smudges and fingerprints. Do
not forget handle and cleaning underneath
Lift lid to clean the inner edge
Wipe down cord

Unplug toaster. Find crumb tray/trays under
toaster. Remove and empty crumbs in to
appropriate container (composter or garbage).
Turn toaster upside down and gently shake
garbage or sink to remove stray crumbs. Place
crumb tray/trays back in to place
Spray the outside of the toaster with glass
spray, avoiding the vent area. Use toothbrush
to clean around knobs and buttons as well as
vent. Wipe with cloth, all side and top. Polish
dry. Wipe cord and plug back in

Spray outer with glass cleaner. Use toothbrush
to clean around buttons and wipe with cloth all
sides to remove smudges. Wipe down lid,
glass and handle. Polish dry. Wipe cord

Remove crumb tray, located at the bottom.
Empty in to proper container (garbage or
compost). Spray with glass cleaner and wipe
clean. If there is stuck on food, spray with allpurpose and let sit while cleaning the rest of the
toaster oven.
Open glass door and spray glass cleaner on
inside glass. With toothbrush, clean the edges
and then wipe glass with cloth and polish dry
Spray outside with glass cleaner. Use toothbrush to clean around dials and to remove
crumbs along bottom door edge. Wipe top and sides along with back and bottom and
polish dry. Spray outside glass and polish dry. Wipe cord and replace crumb tray
There are times when the top gets stained or there is a build up of grease on window.
Dip a dampened cloth in to the non abrasive scrub and lightly scrub the affected area to
remove the stain or grease build up. Spray with glass cleaner and wipe with cloth.
Polish dry
As for the inside of toaster ovens. That should be treated the same as an oven and
charged accordingly to detail.

Spray can opener with grout cleaner (disinfectant).
Use toothbrush to scrub the metal parts to remove
food debris and bacteria. Wipe with cloth, front,
back, sides and handle. Polish dry and wipe cord.

Spray with glass and wipe top, front, back and sides.
Remove bowl to wipe base. Wipe out inside of bowl
and outside along with handle. Polish dry. Wipe
cord.

OTHER STUFF HANGING OUT ON THE COUNTER
Spray chopping blocks with grout cleaner
(disinfectant) and with hand held scrub brush work it
in. Rinse with hot water and place on side in sink to
dry before placing back on counter.

Spray cloth with glass cleaner and wipe top and of
spice storage. Wipe lids of spices without removing
and with cloth wipe glass containers by spinning
while wiping. Remove bottom spices to clean the
bottom of spice storage. Place spices back.

Spray outside of canisters with glass cleaner wipe
with cloth and polish dry

Remove utensils from container. Spray with glass
cleaner and wipe. Return utensils to container

Lift up paper towel and with a damp cloth (sprayed
with glass cleaner) wipe base.

Dampen cloth with glass cleaner and wipe down
handles, sides, front and back of block. Use cloth
to clean between rows.

Spray dish tray with grout cleaner (disinfectant)
and wipe with cloth. Polish dry
To remove hard water stains from tray, dip
dampened cloth in to non-abrasive scrub and
starting from one corner rub cloth back and forth
from one side to the other until you reach the
bottom. Spray with glass cleaner and wipe away
residue from scrub and polish dry.

Spray with glass cleaner and wipe. Polish dry

Rinse out the inside of tea pot with hot water.
Never scrub the inside clean as some people
believe that tea improves as the inner walls stain
heavy with past tea
Spray the outside with glass cleaner and wipe.
Polish dry

AND THE COUNTER

Spray the granite counter top with all-purpose spray and with cloth wipe away all food
residue, spills etc. Spray counter with glass cleaner and polish with clean, dry cloth to
get this high shine.

Spray wood counters with grout cleaner
(disinfectant) and wipe with cloth

Spray stainless counters with all-purpose
and wipe. Polish dry with glass cleaner.

Spray glass counter with glass cleaner and
wipe. Polish dry

Spray tile counters with grout cleaner
(disinfectant) and with hand held
scrubber, scrub the grout. Spray with allpurpose and wipe. Polish dry

Spray marble counter with glass cleaner
and wipe with cloth. Polish dry

Spray laminate counters with grout cleaner
(disinfectant) and using hand held scrub
brush, scrub to remove debris from
dimples in counter. Spray with glass
cleaner and wipe. Polish dry

